Tower Series
High Frequency Online UPS
- 1KVA ~ 40KVA Tower UPS -

TOWER SERIES HIGH
FREQUENCY ONLINE
UPS

Single phase input, single phase
output / Three phase input single
phase output

Three phase input, single phase
output / Three phase input three
phase output

Range of Application
Tower online all intelligent high frequency pure online UPS, which are
generally used on places required high quality electricity, such as hospital
equipment's, corporations, IT loading equipment's, industrial computer
terminals. As UPS inverter circuit always in a state of work, the stored energy
of UPS can be inverted and output alternating current without switching.
Tower series UPS support different types of operation systems, apply to
TCP/IP Local LAN and support the networking monitoring of UPS.
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Product Features

FREQUENCY ONLINE

Support LBS synchronic control

UPS

Intelligent fan speed regulation function
Support bypass maintenance (three phase input single phase output)
LCD display function, user friendly display interface
Three-stage extensible charging design to ensure a more remarkable performance
of the batteries
Support parallel operation of more than 3 machines with shared battery packs;
Support DC cold starting; without utility, the load can keep operating with the power
offered by batteries
Powerful charging function is convenient to extend the capacity of standby batteries.
Intelligent charging mode even extending battery life to cut down expenditures.
Support automatic restart function: when utility goes normal after UPS is shutdown
under battery mode, UPS can automatic restart
Good technical indicators: the approximate 1 input power factor, largely decreased
the pollution to utility grid and improved the use ratio of grid, so Tower Series UPS
are real eco-type power
Support fun gas proofing, moisture proofing and salt spray fog proofing, in order to
decrease or

Function Features
Advanced DSP digital control technology, guarantee high UPS performance, products
stable and quality reliable.
Zero switching time: When the city electricity is abnormal, UPS will turn to battery
mode with zero time, which can effectively ensure the safety and reliability of the
instruments.
Green and Environment: Meet the State Administration of electronic information
products' pollution control, will cause no harm to human and environment under
normal usage.
Frequency adaptive system: In order to meet different power system requirements,
it can be set to fixed or automatic identification to fit for 50Hz/60Hz.
Input power factor correction function enable the factor to be over 0.99 to avoid grid
environment pollution, so as to save energy and decrease cost
Wide input voltage and frequency range: Even in places where electricity
environment is very bad, it can also keep stable work under utility supply mode,
which decrease the number of battery discharge and prolog the service life of
batteries.
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FREQUENCY ONLINE
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